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the Editors

WINDRUSH EDITION

W

e extend a welcome
and a warm
greeting to all
readers.It is with
pleasure that we, the editorial
team, introdduce you to our
1st edition of our newsletter for
Uprising Community Club.
Uprising Community Club
welcomes and embraces
everyone. We meet every
Monday in the Ark Suite at New
Testament Church on Downs
Road and you are welcome
to join us from 11am - 4pm for
games, exercises, arts & crafts
IT training and other fun-filled
activities.

Uprising
Community
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BEA
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LOUISA
CONNELL
EDITORIAL TEAM

UPRISING COMMUNITY CLUB MEMBERS

T

he Club is an environment
where you can come, relax
and to have fun and laughter.
All who attend is encouraged
and empowered to take part in
activities and to work at their own
pace.

We are supported by Hackney Council
and the police for our Community
Street Party. Our street parties include
food, great music, pampering to
include pedicures and manicures and
hairdressing, all of which are provided
free of cost.

Attendees are provided with tea,
coffee and biscuits courtesy of our
friendly volunteers upon arrival.

Uprising Community Club are led
by an efficient team with Carmen
Anderson at the helm.

The Club facilitates yearly trips and
excursions to a place outside of
London and sometimes overseas. We
also take part in sponsored walks in
the park and all proceeds are used to
finance the club’s activities.

We look forward to welcoming anyone
who wants to join us and take part or
become a member of our wonderful
Club.

We have guests who speak on
different topics about life issues e.g.
Wills and Probate, Finances and
Healthy Living.

See you there.
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By Pamela Stephenson, BSYA(Nutri)(Veg.Th.)

SORREL PUNCH
Sorrel punch is a traditional
Christmas beverage in the Caribbean.
Dried hibiscus flowers — known as
sorrel in Jamaica, and other parts
of the Caribbean - is steeped in
boiling water along with ginger and
other whole spices such as allspice,
cinnamon sticks, and cloves. It is
traditionally sweetened with sugar
and rum can be added.

HEALTHY TIPS FOR OVER 70’S!
Looking after your body is a trial and error-thing, as no two people are the same.
Having some of the above ingredients in a kitchen cupboard has gone a long way
in helping some of the Elderly throughout the ages.

INGREDIENTS
Makes about 1 1⁄2 litres 2 cups dried
or fresh hibiscus flowers (sorrel)

ALOE VERA can be used in a plethora
of ways, both topically and internally. It
is most known for its healing properties
in burns and skin disorders.

1⁄4 cup ginger root, minced or
chopped Lime/lemon or orange,
pimentos or cloves (all optional)

BAY RUM has been used over the
years as a chest rub for headaches,
temperatures/fever, flu or a bug bite.

GUINNESS can be used to build up
your iron level, but can cause a rise in
blood-pressure.

8 cups boiling water

BIZZY TEA in Western culture is
known as a miracle medicine that
removes poison and toxins from the
body via a “rinse”.

IRISH MOSS is rich in potassium and
can work wonders for congestion and
mucous and holds anti-bacterial and
anti-viral properties.

CERASEE TEA is used for a spring
clean, and shouldn’t be consumed for
more than two-three times a month.

TURMERIC has the potential to
prevent heart disease, Alzheimer’s and
Cancer. It is a potent anti-inflammatory
and antioxidant and can help improve
symptoms of depression and arthritis.

1 to 1 1⁄4 cups sugar (or honey for
healthy option)
METHOD
1. Place sorrel, ginger and other
ingredients in a large bowl and pour
in the boiling water. Cover and let
it steep for several hours or for a
stronger and better taste, overnight at
room temperature.
2. Some prefer to let it simmer on a
low heat for 10 to 15 mins and then
leave overnight just for the extra kick
of ginger, lime and pimento.
3. Strain into a large jug and stir in
sugar to taste. Serve chilled.
SORREL PUNCH VARIATIONS
- Add a few allspices, berries or sticks
of cinnamon if you like.
- Other things that could be added are
bay leaf and dried apple skins. It’s all
about the taste you want to get!
- Mix in rum to taste and a garnish of
lime or add wine to sorrel, serve with
ice cubes

W

hen I arrived
in England in
December 1964, I
found it was very
cold, dark and the people were
unfriendly. Being a teenager,
I was used to playing out in
the sunshine with friends. I
did not like England. I missed
Jamaica a lot, especially my
Grandmother. Starting school
in January 1965, I quickly
discovered racism.

CINNAMON (Ceylon). It can lower
blood sugar levels, reduce heart
disease and risk factors.
FLORADIX / FLORAVITAL can be
taken with Vitiman C, to increase
effectiveness and is good for
increasing your iron/haemoglobin
levels. Consuming water from boiling a
green banana is also good for your iron
levels.
GARLIC is brilliant and very good to
use as a preventative measure from
viruses and disease. Consuming
crushed garlic on an empty stomach
daily can prevent some cancers.
GINGER, LEMON or LIME, Onions
and Turmeric are ingredients used for
Colds and Flu. Onions can cause pain
for Arthritis sufferers.

GINSENG is especially good for the
elderly. It is a potent antioxidant that
helps inflammation.

VITAMIN C is very good for warding off
infection and diseases, and preventing
the common cold and flu.
VITAMIN D3 (Chole-calciferol): When
your skin is exposed to sunlight, it
naturally produces vitamin D3, and is
known as the sunshine vitamin, which
African and Caribbeans need. It plays
an important role in calcium absorption
and bone health. A deficiency can
cause muscle weakness, tiredness/
fatigue and bone loss, (which is why
some people shrink in old age).
ZINC: A lack of it can make a person
more susceptible to illnesses and
disease.

There was seven black children
in my whole school. We were
all put in the same class
without being asked what our
level of education was.
In the 1960’s, children had to
leave school at 15 years. When
it was time for me to leave, my
dad went to the headteacher
asking I could stay on.
Afterwards, I went to see the
headteacher on my own and
told him I didn’t want to stay on.
This was simply because, three
of the other black boys in my
year, were leaving school and I
didn’t want to feel alone.
My parents were not happy
that I chose to leave school.
The fact is, I was not happy at
school. I also found it difficult
to bond with my mother, father
and siblings who were born
here in England, bearing in
mind that my grandmother
raised me until the age of 14.
I did find it difficult to say ‘mum’
and ‘dad’ (but I loved them).
I started working at 15 years
old as an apprentice in a
foundry, making parts for
trucks, cars and tractors.
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My Windrush Experience
I walked out of this apprentership because the foreman racially
abused me. On my way home, I met my mother and told her
what happened. She told me where to go and I got another job
before I reached home.
It was very difficult for black people in the 1960s, a lot worse
than it is now, especially if you were a young black man. I can
remember walking passed a police station and from inside
someone shouted out a racial slur which today is considered a
criminal offense. I was only 16 years old.
As I am now in my senior years, I can see where things have
improved. But there is still room for improvement in areas such
as racial profiling; judicial system; social services; employment
and education system, just to name a few.
Looking back on my 50 plus years in England, although there
have been negatives, the positives have outweighed them.
Moving to London in the 1970s, I got
a job working for a well known car
company. I enjoyed the work that I
did which involved making engines
on the production line.
I worked with men and women
from all different backgrounds and
nationalities who I got on well with.
GEORGE COLE
WINDRUSH GENERATION

I felt a sense of achievement working for that company for 37
years. I was able to take early retirement and the amount of
gifts I received made me feel really appreciated.
The standard of living has been good in England, I don’t think
I would have had the same standard of living if I had stayed in
Jamaica.
I met my wife who also emigrated to England from Jamaica in
her childhood, so we had some similarities (and differences)
in our experiences here. It has been nice and supportive to be
able to build a life with her. We have been blessed to own our
home, raise a family with a daughter who has two university
degrees and a son who is always making progress with his
development, and we have access to healthcare when we need
it.
Yes, there have been challenges, but I believe that my faith in
God has been with us both in life. I focus on the positives things
and I leave the rest to the almighty.

WINDRUSH DAY TUESDAY 22 JUNE 2021
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At that time, Paulette’s parents felt the
education system in the UK was not giving
the best opportunities to ethnic minotiries.
After returning to Jamaica, Paulette attended
Happy Grove Grammar School in Portland.
After leaving school, Paulette realised that
she has a love for helping and supporting
people and thought about being a nurse.
In Jamaica, Paulette taught for a few years
and was accepted in Teachers college but
the opportunity also came knocking in 1975
for her to go back to the UK to take up
nursing, her first passion. Paulette trained as
a nurse in Sunderland on a 2 year nursing
course.
Upon arriving in Sunderland Paulette soon
realised the climate was not what she was
used to. It was very cold, grey, damp and
dreary! People were glearing at her because
she was the only person around with dark
skin and this made her feel home sick and
wondered if she would survive. In addition
to not feeling welcome, Paulette could not
understand how the local people spoke. The
Geordie accent and her Jamaican accent
proved to be difficult when communicating.
The Windrush generation refers to people who, between 1948 to 1971, were invited by successive
governments to relocate to Britain from their homes in Commonwealth countries in the Caribbean
to address labour shortages. Windrush Day, which will take place on Monday 22 June, marks the
anniversary of the arrival of MV Empire Windrush at the Port of Tilbury, near London, on 22 June
1948. Those who arrived on the Empire Windrush, their descendants and those who followed
them, have made and continue to make an enormous contribution to Britain.

Paulette Lewis,
MBE

P

aulette came to
England at the age
of 3, along with her
siblings. Paulette is
one of 7 children and was born
in Portland, Jamaica.
Paulette returned to Jamaica
with her parents because they
wanted to ensure she had a
good education.

PAULETTE AS A
PAULETTE AS A
DIRECTOR OF
MIDWIFE TRAINEE
MATERNITY SERVICES

PAULETTE AS A
MIDWIFERY TEAM
LEADER

PAULETTE LEWIS, MBE NOW AND IN HER EARLIER
YEARS AS A NURSE

In 1981, Paulette moved on to the Mayday
School of Nursing in Croydon, where she
trained as a Midwife. By 1983 she became
a Sister in Midwifery, and soon after a Team
Leader, a post she only applied for because
her leadership skills were noticed and she
was asked why she wasn’t applying!
In 1987, thinking she would like to work in
the USA, Paulette moved to a maternity
post in Bronxville and was surprised to
find that giving birth was seen as more a
clinical and medical matter rather than the
woman-centred approach she was used to.
She gained a Bachelor in Nursing degree,
essential for longterm work in the USA, then
proceeded to support and help the obstetric
nurses and doctors to adapt to the virtues of
the woman-centred approach. Paulette did
manage to see some natural births through
whilst there, but decided America was not for
her.

NURSING IN
EARLY 1960’S

BUS DRIVER’S IN
1960’S

The Geordie accent and
her Jamaican accent
proved to be difficult when
communicating
Paulette returned to the UK in 1989, bringing
back with her the American emphasis on Quality
Assurance to add to her managerial skills.

On her return there was difficulty in getting a job to
match her experience and skills. It was clear that
her face did not fit against what people expected to
see in a manager with responsibilities. This made
Paulette determined to apply for a higher grade post,
and was appointed as Midwifery Manager of the Unit
at Queen Mary’s Hospital in Roehampton. In 1997
she was appointed Head of Midwifery and Children’s
services. Her responsibility was now not only for the
staff but for the purchase of equipment and other
administrative matters.
In 2014, Paulette was listed in the Queen’s Birthday
Honours List and awarded the MBE for her work
and contribution to Nursing. Paulette has overcome
many challenges and struggles throughout her
career and was determined not to allow difficulties or
obstacles prevent her achievements.
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FACTORS TO CONSIDER
There are higher rates of anxiety
and depression during the recent
lockdowns.
Cultural factors play a role in
loneliness - some ethnic minority
communities have large family
networks that meet regularly but
now find themselves restricted
from getting together.

Lockdown Mental
Health Care

Windrush
Wedding Bells

Mr Renatus & Mrs Alexandrina Bruce

The journey
to Britain
took three
whole weeks
TYPICAL ITEMS FOUND
IN A CARIBBEAN
HOME DURING
THE WINDRUSH ERA

A

lexandrina Bruce was
the first of her siblings
to come to Britian on
a ship (or what her
children call the banana boat).
Alexandrina came to work and
the journey took three whole
weeks.
Alexandrina attended a church
service that was held on the
ship. She met her husband to
be, which was the Pastor who
was running the Services. His
name was Pastor Renatus
Bruce, and within 3 months of
landing in England, they got
married.

I

am in my 90’s and living
alone. Sometimes I feel so
isolated and lonely because I
am not able to physically see
and cuddle my only daughter,
who is living miles away in
Birmingham. She is extremely
clinically vulnerable, which adds
to my worry.

HOME MADE
CROCHETED DOILYS
AND WALL SIGNS

Digital solutions may be less
appropriate e.g. more issues
around hearing, computer literacy,
flexible hand movements.
Experiencing bereavement due
to the disproportionate number
of deaths that happened in the
ethnic minority community
Not being able to physically keep
in touch with friends, family,
groups and church services.
Not being able to meet and
discuss feelings and the current
situation with close friends and
offer support to friends, which
was an important part of daily life.

Alexandrina then sent for
her siblings (4 of them), one
at a time. Her work as a
Seamstress allowed her to
save enough money to do
this.
Once she saved up enough
money her siblings was
suppose to send off for at
least one of their siblings,
but they didn’t honour the
agreement, resulting in 3 or
4 family members being left
behind in Jamaica.

Living alone after losing a loved
one who was a life long partner.

WAYS TO COMBAT MENTAL HEALTH
Better links to their culture to create a sense of belonging.
Have regular contact with others through links like phone, video with
adequate training to help them to use it.
Easy access to a support team.
Telephone befriender.
Provide support that includes their cultural attitudes and practices.
Create a sense of belonging by making a space that brings people of
similar culture, heritage together.
Allow people to participate easily, being aware of barriers such as
language.
Provide culturally appropriate services.
Provide priority slots in hospital and GP appointments.
Designated funding for ethnic minority groups.
The NHS “one size fits all” health screening should be adjusted to
accommodate, for e.g., those with higher rates of high blood pressure
and diabetes, which ethnic groups may experience more, can access
priority screening, vitamin D screening.

A

RUM CAKE

s with all Caribbean cooking,
everyone has a slightly different
recipe for this popular cake!

INGREDIENTS
8 ounce butter (unsalted, room temperature,
plus extra for greasing cake pan)
1 cup Demerara sugar
6 eggs (room temperature)
2 teaspoon vanilla essence
4 cups rum-soaked fruits
1/2 teaspoon ground cinnamon 2 teaspoon
baking powder
2 cups plain flour
SOAKING THE FRUIT
Place the dried fruits (can use prunes,
currents, raisins and dried cherries) in a large
jar, pour in rum until fruits are completely
covered then seal the jar tightly — leave
fruits to soak for at least a month (the longer,
the better).
METHOD
1. Preheat oven to 170C (350F).
2. Grease the bottom of a cake tin. Set aside
an additional cake tin of water to be placed
at the bottom of the oven to ensure the cakes
do not dry out.
3. Cream butter and sugar in a very large
mixing bowl with a wooden spoon until light
and fluffy.
4. Sift together flour, baking powder and
cinnamon into a large bowl and set aside.
5. Whisk eggs in a large bowl until frothy.
6. Add vanilla essence to eggs and continue
to whisk until incorporated (about a minute).
7. Pour whisked eggs into the bowl with the
creamed butter and sugar mixture and stir
gently. Keep stirring until incorporated. The
mixture will look curdled.
8. Add the rum-soaked fruits to the eggbutter-sugar mixture and stir.
9. Add the flour-baking powder-cinnamon
mixture gradually to the wet ingredients and
mix 10. Add batter to cake tin and bake for
90 minutes or until an inserted skewer come
gently
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My Windrush Experience

ARTS & CRAFTS AT UPRISING COMMUNITY CLUB

SEYMOUR MATTIS JAMAICAN, EDUCATOR AND HR PROFESSIONAL

I

Prior to my mother, Mrs Maria
Mattis, coming to UK, my 3
siblings and I were moved to St
Elizabeth from St Andrew to live
with my grandmother and her
other family members.

T

he Coordinators at The Uprising
Community Club love to see our
Seniors smile, laugh, and most of
all, gain a new member and they
partake in a range of activities designed
to promote inclusion and community
awareness.
We provide a safe place for our seniors
to socialise, have fun, get active, be
loved, and be valued. Our aim is to
reduce isolation by providing a friendly
environment with fellowship and food.
It is our way of bringing the community
together.

I.T. TRAINING AT
UPRISING COMMUNITY CLUB

LUNCH TIME AT
UPRISING COMMUNITY CLUB

After looking at my current situation at the age of 14, I decided that, after leaving school
my prospects were not looking too good, so I wrote to my mum asking if my siblings and I
could join them and rest of my family in England.
Upon arriving in UK in 1968 with my other siblings, I found it to be a tremendous cultural
shock. Firstly, the buildings seemed to all look like factories, compared to brightly painted
buildings that I was used to seeing in Jamaica. Secondly, the cold weather and seeing
many people who were not the same colour as me. I had just over a month to adjust,
before starting at my first school in Sheffield, UK.
After finishing school, I started an apprenticeship in mechanical engineering, including
college, which was prevalent to young boys in those days, especially if you lived in
Sheffield, the era of the steel evolution.
This now brings me to the cultural change, which I was still trying to get used to, that
included racial discrimination. My first real encounter of racism was at school many years
ago, where a white boy made my life difficult on a daily basis, calling me “Coco Pops”
every day. It so happened that the same boy was involved in a serious accident which left
him in crutches causing him to miss school. This felt like poetic justice to me.

EXERCISES AT
UPRISING COMMUNITY CLUB

Finally, I am pleased to confirm that my colleagues and I from JET-UK are partnering with
Bishop Paul Thomas, Windrush Ambassador, to enable us to run A Windrush programme
in June 2021.

BONDING ACTIVITY AT
UPRISING COMMUNITY CLUB

EXERCISES AT
UPRISING COMMUNITY CLUB

I moved to London later as a young man and have primarily lived in London ever since. My
other main encounter with racism was with the police. They stopped me quite often and
searched my belongings for just walking down the road.
Despite my experiences in the early years, and the recent Windrush scandal I will continue
to celebrate Windrush and its legacy and endeavour to challenge the injustices of racism
on a whole.

Uprising
Activities

CARMEN ANDERSON
UPRISING COORDINATOR

was born in the parish of St
Andrew, Jamaica. Most of my
education took place in both
parishes of St Andrew and St
Elizabeth, Jamaica.
In seeking a better life both of
my parents came to England,
UK in early 1960s, whilst I was a
young boy in Jamaica.
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The Uprising Club was officially launched
on 10 September 2016 by Madam
Speaker Rosemary Sales. We have been
continually active within the community,
working in partnership with Hackney
Council, Peabody, St Johns the Baptist
school and other agencies.
The Uprising Community Club successfully
participated in the Windrush Tea Party
and Hackney carnival in 2019, which
was organised by the London Borough
of Hackney to celebrate the Windrush
generation and their outstanding
contributions to British identity. Following
on from this, St John the Baptist school
approached us; the Windrush elders
and their descendants, to put together a
presentation to children in Year 5 to share
their experiences regarding the Windrush
era.
This, our very first newsletter, is another
opportunity which will enable our seniors
to share with you through words and
pictures their stories and showcase their
life journey.

EXERCISES AT
UPRISING COMMUNITY CLUB

ST JOHN THE BAPTIST
SCHOOL, YEAR 5
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A place and space to
Learn new skills
Due to the global pandemic,
adjustments had to be
made to how we meet as a
Community Club.
Our Monday meetings
moved to the ZOOM
platform. This gave us a
chance to explore a different
method to learning and to
also explore how technology
works.

Earth’s Essence

The members are keen to
learn and enjoy all aspects
of modern technology.

E

These everyday products were
and still are full of harmful
chemicals which cause health
issues such as; fibroids, cancer,
kidney damage and many other
ailments that have a heightened
presence in the black female
community.

It was so good to see
everyone online and it was
The Uprising Club are
a great way to continue our
learning to embrace the ‘new regular fitness regime!
normal’ regardless of the
age of the Club members.

BY BERYL SHARPE
Wen mi ah likkle gyal mi use tu si mi mumah goh innah di bush fe goh
pick bush. De bush dem carl fever grass, susumber, wile basel, cow foot
leaf, chicken weed, John Charlie and cerassee. Dis a fe wen yuh mek
bart fe cure flu.
Den she get one cursin pan an put warter in deh, den she get de wood
fi mek de fiyah an den de fiyah cum up soh, den she put de bush innah
duh cursin pan. Den it bwoil dong soh til it green an den mi harsk mi
mumah “ah weh yu a goh do wid dat”? She seh “gyal, yu nuh si yu a
dead wid flu, so ah it mi a go use fuh mek yuh better.”
Den she sling de warter innah de bart pan an seh “gyal, put yu body
innah dis”! Den she sapp mi from back to front an she tek dah limachol
an rub mi dong an put mi innah de bed.
De nex day, mi feel betta an feel trong like lion! Den mi seh “Mumah, mi
feel better!” Mi mumah neva ave fi carry mi go ah doctor becar mi feel
better.

Rachelle Harrison

arth’s Essence was born
out of decades of frustration and dismay at the
products targeted towards
the afro hair market and the black
community.

Although there were times
where muting and unmuting
and video cameras where a
little confusing, there was a
sense of fun and keenness
to learn.

A health story in patois
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These chemical products were
easily accessible and their adverts
streamed into our homes by
publications trying to show that
Western standards of beauty were
what we needed to aim for.

... as a black
female, I
decided to
take control of
the narrative
and be the
change, not
only for myself
but those who
also wanted a
change

I began to see the detrimental
effect on the black community
and as a black female, I decided
to take control of the narrative
and be the change, not only for
myself but those who also wanted
a change.
Earth’s Essence was created
intentionally and specifically for
those with Afro textured hair.
Whether you have kinky, curly,
coily, wavy, or frizzy hair, these
products are for you. I want
every woman and man to feel
comfortable in their own hair,
whatever the texture.
All of Earth’s Essence products
are 100% natural and vegan plantbased products, curated from
nuts, seeds and all things good
that come out of the earth. Where
possible the ingredients are
Organic and ALWAYS 100% pure.

“We are what we eat”, but we are
all so quick to forget that our skin
is the largest organ on the body
that absorbs whatever we put on
it. With that being said, Earth’s
Essence prides itself for being all
natural and made from ingredients
cultivated from the earth, free
from, artificial ingredients,
additives, preservatives, silicone,
synthetic ingredients or anything
harmful.

For further details on Earth’s
Essence
please visit
therealearthessence.com
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OUR SPONSORS

Uprising Club Sponsors
We thank and appreciate all our sponsors
who have supported us

CARIBBEAN
TRINIDAD AND TOBAGO
GRENADA
SEA
JAMAICA
TURKS AND CAICOS
MARTINIQUE
HAITI
ARUBA
BAHAMAS

ST VINCENT AND GRENADINES
DOMINICA
PUERTO RICO
COLOMBIA
CURACAO
ANGUILLA
CAYMAN ISLANDS
BARBADOS
CUBA
ST LUCIA

Uprising Community Club
The Ark Suite
Cricketfield Road
Clapton
London E5 8NS
uprisingcommunityclub@gmail.com
uprisingcommunityclub
+44 7939 452 497

UPRISING CLUB MEMBERS AT A WINDRUSH STREET PARTY
IN 2019 WITH MAYOR OF HACKNEY

